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What is mParticle?
mParticle is a Customer Data Platform that collects first 
party data from clients and allows them to send it to a 
variety of analytics, marketing and data warehousing 
platforms. We improve customer experience by removing 
the technical complexity of installing and maintaining new 
marketing services.

Clients instrument their apps and websites using the mParticle SDKs or send 
data using our server to server API and can support a wide range of data collec-
tion and data activation requirements.

Customers use mParticle to track user behavioral data across their apps and 
websites. To help support our clients needs and provide the most flexibility in 
terms of where data is sent and received we integrate directly with a variety of 
partners across the marketing and advertising ecosystem and actively pursue 
opportunities to continue growing our partner relationships.
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How do we help  
partners?
We help partners generate leads, close deals more quickly 
and improve customer success by dramatically reducing 
technical complexity for customers when installing and 
maintaining new services.

Our partners leverage mParticle to increase speed to market and bring more 
value and richer features to their customers’ apps and websites. Once an 
integration with mParticle is complete, additional mParticle clients beyond your 
current customer set can sign-up for your service and quickly begin sending or 
receiving data without the need for custom development.

We work with best-in-class services.  
See the full list of integrations provided by mParticle.

https://www.mparticle.com/integrations
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What data do we send?
For outbound integrations mParticle supports sending raw 
Event Data and Audience Data with both AWS Lambda and 
HTTPS integrations. Embedded Kit integrations leverage 
Event data processing, but can also support additional 
client-side data capture.

Event Data: 
Events can represent any generic activity in an application. Examples include 
tapping a button, adding to cart, finishing a game level—really any user interac-
tion customers may want to track and analyze. (see pg. 6 for more examples)

Audience Data: 
Audiences allow brands to define dynamic user segments based on any 
data ingested from mobile apps, feeds or server to server. (see pg. 7 for 
more examples) 

The mParticle Audience 
Manager allows you to define 
audiences and connect them 
to integrations for the purpose 
of engaging with your users. 
This can be very power-
ful when it comes to user 
engagement and monetiza-
tion scenarios.
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Event data
Summary of Event Data types sent by mParticle

Type Description Examples 
(Non-exhaustive)

Application State 
Transition

Generated when user installs, starts, resumes, leaves or 
closes app

Installs, App Upgrades, App exits, Background/
Foreground transitions

Attribution Describes user actions that contribute to a desired outcome
Ad network, campaign name, partner name, 
publisher, list of device IDs, platform

Custom

Used to log discrete user defined events and associate 
them with user defined name, type and attributes. Typically, 
the majority of the data you will receive from mParticle will 
consist of custom events

Attribution, location, navigation, search, social, 
transaction, content, preference, other

Device Identifier Unique identifier used to connect events to specific device GAID, IDFA, Android ID

Error
Generated when an error occurs, regardless of if the app 
crashed or not; breadcrumbs to track events leading to error

Error message, breadcrumbs, app crashed

Impression
Generated when products are displayed, can optionally 
specify a location or list name in which products appeared

List of products, list name

Privacy Setting Change Occurs when a user chooses to opt-out or opt-in of a service User opt-in, user opt-out

Product Action Measures eCommerce events related to products
Click, add to cart, add to wish list, multi-step 
checkout, purchase, refund, view detail

Promotion Action
Measures eCommerce events associated with internal 
offers, promotions or campaigns

Click, view

Push Message Generated when the devices receives a push message Timestamp, notification payload

Push Subscription
Generated when a user subscribes to push notifications with 
Apple Notification Service or Google Cloud Messaging

Subscribe, unsubscribe, push token, push ID

Screen View Occurs when a user views a particular screen/page of app Screen name

Session End Triggered when a user session ends Session Length

Session Start Triggered when session starts and app comes to foreground Timestamp, Location, Session ID

User Attributes User metadata often used for segmentation and targeting
Age, name, gender, mobile number, address, 
city, state, zip code, country

User Identity User metadata often used for segmentation and targeting
Internal ID, email, Facebook ID, Google ID, 
Twitter ID, Microsoft ID, Yahoo ID, Other
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Audience data
Summary of Audience Data types sent by mParticle:

More Information on Outbound Data:

Sample JSON requests for Event and Audience data can be found on the 
mParticle github repo: github.com/mParticle/mparticle-firehose-java-sdk/tree/
master/examples/json

Type Description Examples 
(Non-exhaustive)

Audience Membership
Sent when users are added/removed from an audience or 
when user attributes for an audience member change

Audience ID and list of user profiles with 
device IDs, user IDs to add/remove

Audience ID and list of user attributes to 
insert/update/delete

Audience Subscription
Sent when mParticle customers add, update or remove 
audience subscriptions

Audience name, Audience ID, description, add/
remove/update subscription

http://github.com/mParticle/mparticle-firehose-java-sdk/tree/master/examples/json
http://github.com/mParticle/mparticle-firehose-java-sdk/tree/master/examples/json
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What data do we accept?
For inbound integrations mParticle supports customer data 
available as a Feed, you need to send it in mParticle’s batch 
format. This format is used to post events to mParticle via 
the HTTP API.

Feed Data:
Feeds allow brands to configure marketing data as inputs to the mParticle 
platform for a more holistic view of users. Marketers can forward Feed data on 
to other services, understand ROI across all channels and optimize in real-time. 
(see pg. 9 for more examples)
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Feed Data - Batch Format
Overall Batch Format Structure:

More Information:

Full details of the mParticle JSON format can be found in our docs:  
docs.mparticle.com/developers/server/json-reference/

Property Description

Events An array of events, as described in “Event Data” section of “What data does mParticle send”

Schema Version Current schema version this message batch conforms to

Device Info Information about device related to this message batch

Application Info Information about the app

User Attributes Demographic information (e.g., age, name, address) about the user generating the app events

Deleted User Attributes Previously provided user attributes which should be forgotten

User Identities User ID information such as email address and social IDs

Environment “Production” or “Development”

IP IPv4 address of the consumer device

https://docs.mparticle.com/developers/server/json-reference/
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How do partners 
integrate with our 
platform?
We support sending our clients customer data (outbound) to 
partners as raw Event Data or Audience Data and receiving 
data (inbound) from partners as Feeds Data. Our partners 
can leverage any combination of these integration types 
depending on their specific needs. 

Three key decisions are required for a  
successful partner integration:
1. Define customer use cases: What key customer uses case need to be 

supported through the mParticle integration?

2. Choose integration types: Is an outbound (Events, Audience) and/or an 
inbound (Feeds) integration to mParticle appropriate for the needs of our 
mutual customers/prospects?

3. Decide on integration approach: If an outbound integration is needed, what 
method (AWS Lambda, HTTPS endpoint or Embedded Kit) best supports our 
mutual customers’ needs?
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Typical Integration Timeline

Step Description Owner Typical  
Participants

Typical 
Duration*

1. Coordinate
Engage stakeholders from both teams to align 
on scope & plan

mParticle & 
Partner

Customer Relationship 
Owners

5 days

2. Develop
Implement handlers for data processing and 
registration, test using example JSON

Partner Technical Leads 3 days

3. Deploy
Grant access to your AWS lambda function or 
provide endpoints to mParticle

Partner Technical Leads 1 day

4. Register
Registered endpoint and review the provided 
metadata

mParticle Technical Leads 3 days

5. Verify
Setup requested configuration and verify 
functionality

mParticle & 
Partner

Technical Leads 5 days

6. Launch
Announce integration to market, add logo to 
directory, create joint blog post

mParticle & 
Partner

Marketing 3 days

*Durations assume partner has resources dedicated to coordinating and developing the integration.
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OUTBOUND INTEGRATIONS

How to receive 
data from mParticle
We provide an open Firehose API which allows partners to 
rapidly and easily build outbound server to server integrations 
and begin receiving data from mParticle via AWS Lambda or an 
HTTPS endpoint. 

Occasionally, there are features of a partner platform which are 
not currently supported using our server to server forwarding. In 
these cases an embedded kit may be appropriate.



Firehose API
AWS Lambda

Typical AWS Lambda Use Cases:

•  Partners who are already using (or plan to use) AWS Lambda functions 

•  Teams who want to leverage a serverless computer for queuing 
management to help meet latency and throughput requirements.

•  Teams wanting to reduce time needed to setup and maintain 
internal infrastructure.

Using AWS Lambda:

Details on using AWS Lambda for outbound integrations can be found on our 
docs page:

• Overview of outbound integrations: docs.mparticle.com/developers/
partners/outbound-integrations

•  Details on AWS Lambda: docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/
outbound-integrations#aws-lambda-integrations

HTTP Endpoint

Typical HTTP endpoint Use Cases:

•  Teams that have existing infrastructure to meet latency and throughput 
requirements or who are comfortable making necessary changes to 
their systems 

•  Teams not currently using AWS and not wanting to invest in a 
serverless infrastructure

Using the HTTP endpoint

Details on using the HTTP endpoint for outbound integrations can be found on 
our docs page:

• Overview of outbound integrations: docs.mparticle.com/developers/
partners/outbound-integrations 

•  Details on HTTP: docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/
outbound-integrations/#http-integrations
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http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations#aws-lambda-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations#aws-lambda-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations/#http-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/outbound-integrations/#http-integrations


Embedded Kit  
Integration
Typical Kit Use Cases:

•  Partners with use cases for which our mutual customers have indicated a kit 
is required and who are committed to incorporating the kit into their app 

•  Partners who’ve worked with the mParticle partner team to evaluate options 
for server to server integration and have mutually determined specific fea-
tures require a kit integration.

Many of our customers prefer server to server integrations so using an embed-
ded kit can limit access to future opportunities with clients who don’t want to add 
additional client-side code to their app.

Creating an Embedded Kit:

Details on creating an Embedded Kit integration can be found on our docs page: 
docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/kit-integrations/overview
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http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/kit-integrations/overview
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INBOUND INTEGRATIONS

How to send data  
to mParticle
Partners can send client data to mParticle as a Feed, so that 
mutual customers can forward their data on to other services. 
To make data available as a Feed you’ll need to send it to 
mParticle’s server to server API in our standard batch format.



Feeds HTTP endpoint
Our endpoint is:   https://s2s.mparticle.com   
JSON events are sent to:  https://s2s.mparticle.com/v2/events  
Arrays of JSON events are sent to:  https://s2s.mparticle.com/v2/
bulkevents 

Using the Feeds endpoint:

Details on using the Feeds endpoint for inbound integrations can be found on  
our docs page:

• Overview of inbound integrations:  
docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/inbound-integrations 

•  Details on our Server API:  
docs.mparticle.com/#server-api
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http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners/inbound-integrations
http://docs.mparticle.com/#server-api
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Questions?  
Get in touch 

       www.mparticle.com 

        partner-integrations@mparticle.com

        docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners

        @mparticle

NEW YORK, NY

257 Park Avenue South 
Suite 900 
New York, NY 10010

SEATTLE, WA

500 108th Ave NE, Suite 1100 
Bellevue WA 98004

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

140 2nd Street 
Suite 600 
San Francisco, CA 94105

DELRAY BEACH, FL

419 E Atlantic Avenue 
Delray Beach, FL 33483

LONDON, UK

3 Waterhouse Square 
138 Holborn 
London EC1N 2SW

https://www.mparticle.com
https://twitter.com/mparticles?lang=en
http://docs.mparticle.com/developers/partners

